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1550s -1620s

 Humans had potential for enlightenment and nobility- full 

of opportunity  and meaning- more control over fate.

 Heroes- Renaissance men- skilled in arts, war, wit, wooing, 

eloquence

 Women were on low rung of social ladder- marriages 

usually arranged

 Great Chain of Being- order, harmony, and position- each in 

rightful pace- order disrupted =chaos

 Rulers were God’s agents- to interfere =chaos and 

consequence

 Ghosts were a matter of philosophical and theological 

debate- Protestants did not believe in ghosts- only heaven 

and hell- only a demon could return.  Catholics believed in 

a purgatory, so a soul could return.

 See “Renaissance Concepts” handout or website for more 

suggestions 
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Linguistic Features

 Formal vs. informal address-

 Formal ”you” used when inferior speaks 

to superior, business or nobility speak to 

each other, in order to maintain distance

 Informal “thou” used b/w friends, family 

members and to imply closeness

 How Are the forms of address used, by 

whom, and in what context- does address 

change?



Dramatic Conventions

 The soliloquy
 The monologue
 The aside
 The tragic hero
 Ambiguity
 Irony
 Paradox
 Rogatio
 Stichomythia
 Hyperbole
 Apostrophe
 Antithesis
 Paronomasia
 Use your Hamnotes for additional suggestions



Motifs and Archetypes

 Gardens

 Original sin- serpent

 Graveyards, skulls, bones

 Death, decay, disease, corruption, poison

 Meta-fiction- fiction that comments on the use of fiction-
plays within plays, for example

 Ghosts

 Dissembling –acting- spying

 Duty and honor

 Colors

 Weather



Dichotomies

 Why does Hamlet delay 
revenge?

 Impressions of Polonius

 Impressions of Ophelia

 Impressions of Gertrude

 Hamlet’s treatment of Ophelia

 Killing of Polonius

 Hamlet's age

 The ghost

 Does Hamlet want the throne?

 Rosencrantz and Guildenstern

 Hamlet’s tragic “flaw”

 The ghost’s purpose


